When steady flow in a stratified ocean passes between the continental slope and open ocean, its ability to cross isobaths is potentially limited by buoyancy arrest. If the bottom Ekman transport vanishes and there are no interior stresses, then steady linear flow on an f plane must be geostrophic and follow isobaths exactly. The influence of arrest on cross-shelf transport is investigated here to establish 1) whether there are substantial penetration asymmetries between cases with upwelling and downwelling in the bottom boundary layer; 2) over what spatial scales, hence in what parameter regime, buoyancy arrest is important; and 3) the effects of depth-dependent interior flow. The problem is approached using scalings and idealized numerical models. The results show that there is little or no asymmetry introduced by bottom boundary layer behavior. Further, if the stratification is weak or moderate, as measured by a slope Burger number s 5 aN/f (where a is the bottom slope, N is buoyancy frequency, and f is the Coriolis parameter), buoyancy arrest does not exert a strong constraint on cross-isobath exchange.
Introduction
Chapman and Lentz (1997, hereafter CL) considered the idealized, analytical problem of a narrow alongshore depth-independent inflow entering (at midshelf) a stratified channel with a sloping bottom. Their inflow is in the same direction as coastal-trapped wave propagation, and the resulting downslope flow in the bottom boundary layer leads to buoyancy arrest and the diminution of alongshore bottom stress (e.g., Garrett et al. 1993; Brink and Lentz 2010a, hereafter BL) . Once the bottom stress has vanished at some distance from the inflow, the geostrophic interior flow proceeds exactly along isobaths. Chapman (2000) then treated this problem (again, only with downslope transport in the bottom boundary layer) with an idealized numerical model and found that indeed the flow evolved toward a state of alongshore uniformity. The anticipated purely geostrophic final state stands in stark contrast to what would happen in a similar problem without buoyancy arrest (e.g., Pedlosky 1974; Csanady 1978) , where the current continues to broaden indefinitely and the interior flow never follows isobaths exactly. Buoyancy arrest thus potentially has dramatic implications for cross-shelf transports in the coastal ocean.
BL illustrate the considerable differences between the final, arrested bottom boundary layers when the initial bottom Ekman transport is downslope (as in CL) or upslope. When transport is downslope, a thick, weakly stratified layer evolves over a relatively long time scale. When Ekman transport is upslope, the boundary layer reaches a thinner final thickness over a relatively shorter time scale. Further, when Ekman transport is upslope, different steady-state boundary layer structures are expected depending on the bottom slope and other conditions (Fig. 1) . Thus, because the CL model depends on the flow being initially downslope in the boundary layer and on the interior velocity being barotropic, one might ask whether the final flow field and in particular the breadth of the final interior along-isobath current depend substantially on interior flow conditions or on the direction and vertical structure of the interior flow.
This problem is of considerable relevance to exchange between the shelf and the open ocean. The TaylorProudman theorem (e.g., Brink 1998) inhibits steady, inviscid, linear flows from crossing between the shelf and the open ocean. Yet, exchanges do occur: shelf waters are salty, for example. It remains a substantial question in many regions as to how and where shelfocean exchanges can occur. If buoyancy arrest represents a substantial constraint, then knowledge of its effects will greatly inform our search for the pathways of shelf-ocean transport. Arrest is expected to be most relevant for steady or slowly varying offshore processes such as regional pressure gradients associated with basinscale circulation or with slowly translating eddies (such as warm core rings) encountering the shelf edge.
Consider the thought experiment of a flow impinging onto the continental shelf from offshore. Regardless of the flow direction (i.e., onshore or offshore), the oneway sense of coastal-trapped wave propagation requires that the flow can only influence shelf conditions in the direction of free wave propagation (e.g., northward off the west coast of North America). Thus, an onshore flow impinging from offshore in the Northern Hemisphere will turn toward its left, and flow is in the direction of free wave propagation. In this case, Ekman transport is downslope as in CL. If, on the other hand, the imposed flow draws water offshore, flow over the shelf will be in the direction opposite to wave propagation and the bottom Ekman transport is upslope. If, as seems possible from the apparent dependence of CL's derivation on boundary layer properties, the width of the final, steady shelf current depends on buoyancy arrest, there may be an asymmetry in the extent to which impinging flows can penetrate the continental margin.
This potential asymmetry motivates the present study, which uses numerical model calculations followed by a scaling analysis to explore the effects of buoyancy arrest on steady onshore and offshore flow imposed on the coastal ocean from offshore.
Formulation
The present problem is addressed using the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) baroclinic numerical model (e.g., Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005) . The hydrostatic, Boussinesq equations of motion used by ROMS are u t 1 uu x 1 yu y 1 wu z 2 f y 5 2r
y t 1 uy x 1 yy y 1 wy z 1 fu 5 2r
r t 1 ur x 1 yr y 1 wr z 5 (K y r z ) z 1 K H (r xx 1 r yy ), and (1e)
where (u, y, w) are the velocity components in the (x, y, z) direction, p is pressure, r 0 is a background density, r is a density perturbation, T is a temperature perturbation, and t is time. Subscripts with regard to (x, y, z, t) represent partial differentiation. The Coriolis parameter is f. The A H and K H are the horizontal (at fixed depths) eddy viscosity and diffusivity (both held constant at 1 m 2 s
21
), whereas the vertical mixing coefficients A y and K y are found using the Mellor-Yamada level-2.5 mixing scheme (e.g., Wijesekera et al. 2003) . Constants include the acceleration of gravity g, a reference temperature T 0 (208C), and the thermal expansion coefficient b 5 1.7 3 10 24 8C 21 . No-stress and no-flux boundary conditions are applied at the free surface, and there is no heat flux through the bottom. The bottom boundary condition for momentum is
where bold type denotes a vector and the drag coefficient c D varies over the range 1 -10 3 10 23 . The quadratic bottom stress [as opposed to Chapman's (2000) linearized bottom stress] is used for consistency with BL.
The physical problem here involves how oceanic flows penetrate onto the continental margin. Thus, the model geometry is meant to allow isolation of the effects because of a cross-shelf flow imposed at the outer edge of the shelf, x 5 L. Ideally, the offshore boundary would be kept open aside from a limited region of prescribed cross-shelf flow. However, a satisfactory arrangement (e.g., conserving mass and not imposing the response form) of this sort could not be found, so the offshore boundary had to be made a solid wall with a gap allowing exchange. Although it is certainly not desirable to have a rigid boundary where the deep ocean ought to be, it still seems reasonable to expect that the cross-shelf scales of the problem do not depend critically on the wall's presence. One interesting property of the offshore wall is that it allows information (in the form of Kelvin waves) to pass to the right (looking toward shallower water for f . 0, as is consistently assumed here) in addition to the expected tendency for coastaltrapped waves to carry information alongshore to the left. Likewise, it would have been desirable to have used an open model domain, so as to mimic an infinite alongshore extent, but extensive experimentation with open boundary conditions did not lead to any open configurations that both allowed free outflow and a physically reasonable steady state.
The configuration of Fig. 2 was chosen: a closed basin with balancing inflow and outflow portals (having width G) on the deep boundary. Throughout the following, ''inflow'' will be taken to mean negative u (incoming flow) at the northern portal and ''outflow'' will also refer to the flow at the northern portal. For the case of vertically uniform inflow-outflow, a steady spatially constant depth-averaged flow is specified (after an initial 4-day ramp up), and all other variables satisfy radiation conditions (fixing the temperature of the inflow made little difference compared to using a radiation or nonormal-gradient condition). The flow at the southern portal is kept equal and opposite to that at the northern portal.
For the case with depth-dependent inflow or outflow (section 5), the inflow is chosen to be surface intensified (with variable depth scale) and to be zero at the bottom. Thus, the velocity at the northern portal is
and
where the temporal ramp function is always
At the southern portal, flow is equal and opposite to (3), and radiation conditions are again used for other variables. In either the barotropic or baroclinic inflow cases, the area of interest consists of the northern portal and the along-isobath region extending southward between the two portals. North of the northern portal, the domain extends 350 km so as to allow higher wave modes (i.e., internal Kelvin waves or topographic Rossby waves) to dissipate and thus not carry information southward back into the region of interest between the portals. This cavity is not effective against the rapidly propagating barotropic Kelvin wave mode, but this mode has very little velocity signature. A similar cavity extends 250 km south of the southern portal. Experimentation showed that results between the two portals did not change noticeably if the length of either of these cavities is increased or if sponge layers are used near the ends.
A range of numerical experiments is carried out to establish parameter dependence. For the barotropic inflow/outflow cases (Tables 1, 2), variables include bottom slope, Coriolis parameter, flow strength, density stratification, and drag coefficient. Parameter choices are motivated by the Middle Atlantic Bight or the Northern California shelf, where the slope Burger number
(where a and N are the constant bottom slope and the buoyancy frequency, respectively) falls in the range of 0 (in the winter over the shelf) to about 3 over the upper slope, so the present runs cover the range for s being very small to O(1). A second useful nondimensional number describes the importance of bottom friction,
and is expected to be #1 in most settings. For the sake of simplicity, the inflow Rossby number ju 0 j/(Gf ) is kept in the linear range (1), but this means that the present results will not be applicable to intense, localized flows such as those associated with warm core rings (e.g., Lee and Brink 2010) , although it would still be applicable to less intense regional-scale oceanic flows encountering the continental margin. Grid resolution is 1.5 km in the cross-shelf (x) direction and 3.0 km in the alongshore direction. In the vertical, 30 levels are distributed so as to maximize resolution in the boundary layers. All model runs are at least 44 days long, a duration that is sufficient to reach a steady state, certainly in terms of current width. Water depth at the offshore boundary is held at 169 m for all runs. For a given volume flux, the model results are not sensitive to the portal width G (so long as the Rossby number is small), so it is held constant at 50 km. Finally, consistent with Chapman (2000) , the width W of the along-isobath current is taken to be the distance from the offshore wall at which the mean alongisobath velocity falls to 10% of its maximum value in that section.
Results: Barotropic inflow
A representative model run (run 37, s 5 0.14: Table 1 ) for depth-independent inflow is shown in Fig. 3a as a surface plan view and in Fig. 4a as a cross section at y 5 500 km, between the inflow ( y 5 900-950 km) outflow (y 5 250-300 km) portals. When there is inflow at the northern portal, a slightly recirculating bulge develops near the inflow (over y 5 600-950 km in Fig. 3a) as APRIL 2012 B R I N K expected based on momentum conservation (Nof 2005) . The bulge expands slowly southward in all inflow runs. Unlike the case of an isolated estuarine outflow, the present equal inflow and outflow interfere with the bulge capturing water and assure that the total alongshore transport between the portals equals the inflow transport, regardless of alongshore position. For outflow, the flow near the northern portal simply turns and exits, but a distorted bulge forms just north of the southern portal ( Fig. 3b ). For inflow model runs, the southern edge of the bulge is taken to be where pressure contours reach a local inflection point (about y 5 600-700 km in Fig. 3a ). For outflow runs, the bulge appears north of the southern portal and its boundary is taken to be the location of maximum offshore excursion of the pressure contours (near y 5 500 km in Fig. 3b ). Outside of the bulge areas, conditions in all runs are generally steady after 44 days, especially with regard to the width of the current.
There is a region south of the inflow bulge but north of the southern portal ( y 5 300-650 in Fig. 3a) for inflow runs where the steady current width slowly increases toward the south. The degree to which the current broadens varies considerably from run to run, with some runs even yielding relatively uniform widths. Standard section locations for further analysis are chosen to lie at y 5 650 and 500 km (250 and 400 km from the inflow) for inflow runs. For outflow runs, standard sections are at y 5 650 and 800 km (350 and 500 km from the southern portal). The choices are made so as to allow comparability (at y 5 650 km) and to stay consistently free of the bulge regions. If a section is in a bulge region, the width estimate is flagged by an asterisk in Tables 1 or  2 , and it is not used in any further calculations.
A representative section through the along-isobath current at y 5 500 km for an inflow run (Fig. 4a) shows a near-bottom jet at the offshore wall and a relatively depth-independent flow extending well across the topography. That such a jet might form at the boundary is consistent with what one might expect for vortex compression in a system with upwelling or downwelling near the boundary (e.g., Pedlosky 1978) . Indeed, consistent with the downslope sense of bottom Ekman transport, there is an active near-bottom upwelling circulation within about 5-10 km of the offshore boundary. At depth, there is a thick (0-30 m), relatively homogeneous bottom boundary layer (Fig. 4a) , as might be expected in association with downslope transport. Based on the BL results, the bottom boundary layer might be expected to be weakly stratified under these conditions, but the gradient is too weak to detect in plots for this case. The anticipated boundary layer stratification becomes more obvious for larger s. A comparable plot at y 5 500 km for outflow run 60 ( Fig. 4b : although, at a southern location, this section is not in the bulge) shows a broadly similar structure, although the near-bottom jet is more concentrated near the boundary and the bottom boundary layer is strongly stratified, as expected for upslope Ekman transport. For either flow direction, the interior along-isobath flow becomes more and more bottom intensified (stronger at the bottom relative to near the surface: i.e., less barotropic) as the stratification increases. For example, for s 5 0.69 (Fig. 5) , the core of the alongshore flow is about four times as strong near z 5 2150 m as it is at the surface. Bottom intensification of this sort is not unusual in flow over a sloping bottom (e.g., Huthnance 1978 ).
The basic current is established through the propagation of coastal-trapped waves southward through the domain. Specifically (Fig. 6 ), alongshore time lags in current events (such as the first extremum of depthaveraged velocity) are consistent with the long-wave phase speed of the first (1.43 m s
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) and second (0.47 m s 21 ) coastal-trapped wave modes (as computed using the software described by Brink 2006) . Events associated with slower, higher modes are not obvious in the time series, so presumably the higher modes are damped out for this example. After the second-mode wave passes (around day 15 in Figs. 6, 7) and at distances greater than 5-10 km from the offshore boundary, there is little further evolution in the velocity above the bottom boundary layer.
All of the modeled runs reach a steady width outside the bulge within about the 44-day model runs. In many cases, the adjustment time for current width is as short as 10-20 days. What sets these time scales? The frictional spindown time h/c D U (where U is a representative near-bottom (Fig. 4 ) and time series (Fig. 7) were extracted. Velocity is plotted as the distance covered by a water parcel in 1 day. Hence the scale (top left corner) is very anisotropic in the sense that cross-shelf flow is exaggerated. speed) is typically in the range of 30 days or shorter (e.g., it is about 12 days for runs 37 and 60 at the 100-m isobath). The buoyancy arrest time scale (BL) varies wildly: 1-42 000 days for the inflow runs and 0.4-276 days for the outflow runs. For an outflow run with very slow buoyancy arrest (run 62: 104 days), the flow still reaches a steady state in about 15 days. For a run with a rapid buoyancy arrest time (1 day for run 58), the interior currents again adjust on a 15-day frictional time scale. Thus, it appears that normal, unarrested frictional spindown sets the adjustment time for either current width or interior velocity. However, arrest is clearly happening. For downwelling run 37 (buoyancy arrest time scale of 109 days), the normalized bottom stress t B y /(ry I 2 ) (where y I is the interior velocity) at (x, y) 5 (80, 500) km decreases from 2.5 3 10 23 to 1.8 3 10 23 by day 18 and continues decreasing slowly until the end of the run. For upwelling run 60 (arrest time scale of 6 days), the normalized stress at (x, y) 5 (80, 650) km drops from 2 3 10 23 to 1.2 3 10 23 between days 5 and 18 and then remains relatively constant: although progress toward arrest is substantial, it does not go to completion. For a weakly stratified run (62), this factor (at 80, 650 km) never falls below about 2.8 3 10
23
. The point is that, although normal spindown processes appear to set the initial adjustment times, at least partial buoyancy arrest is indeed occurring for runs with substantial stratification and more rapidly in the upwelling boundary layer cases than for downwelling boundary layers.
If, as in Fig. 3 , there is steady interior flow across isobaths and if the interior dynamics are essentially linear (i.e., small Rossby number), then there must be a bottom stress, hence Ekman transport in the finalstate, near-field flow region. (''near field'' here is taken to mean outside any bulge but close enough to the northern portal that interior flow is not exactly parallel to isobaths). Indeed, most of Chapman's (2000) numerical model runs show that bottom stress decreases until it reaches a steady, nonzero value: a result to be expected in the region where the incoming flow is still adjusting to a far-field, arrested state and buoyancy arrest remains incomplete. The present runs also show this tendency for arrested arrest (Fig. 8) : the normalized bottom stress increases toward the northern portal.
Inspecting parameter dependencies (Tables 1, 2) shows that some aspects appear consistent with the CL results. For example, decreased volume flux leads to a narrower along-isobath current (e.g., comparing inflow runs 37 and 42 or outflow runs 60 and 66 at y 5 650 km). Further, decreasing the bottom slope leads to increased current width (e.g., comparing runs 37, 45, and 47 for inflow or 60, 61, and 62 for the outflow case). Although the current width in the inflow case has an inconsistent dependency on c D (runs 37, 39, and 50), the outflow case does show a tendency for current width to increase slightly with increased bottom friction (runs 74, 75, 60, and 76) . Also similar to the CL or Chapman (2000) results, the current broadens southward from the northern portal but in many cases, such as run 37, the current's width does not approach a constant. Perhaps the most striking aspect of the model results is that similar inflow and outflow runs do not typically differ drastically. For example, for the same basic parameter choices, runs 37 and 60 (Fig. 4) have current widths that differ by only 1 km at y 5 500 km.
It thus seems likely that, despite the considerable differences in boundary layer thickness and structure for upslope and downslope Ekman transport (Fig. 1) , results do not depend strongly on the flow direction.
Scalings a. Buoyancy arrest
The starting point for estimating the current width is to consider the lateral distance h moved by a parcel of water in the bottom boundary layer during the time over which buoyancy arrest occurs. This excursion ought to be representative of the width of an arrested flow that originates as an inflow or outflow (zero cross-shelf width) from the wall and gradually evolves alongshore toward an arrested state. As a starting point, BL show that the bottom Ekman transport for steady interior flow is well represented by 
where u describes the temporal decay of bottom stress during arrest; T A is the buoyancy arrest time scale; and the initial bottom friction velocity is given by
where b 2 5 0.4 (Brink and Lentz 2010b) . Different forms for u occur for the different cases of downwelling, capped upwelling, and smooth upwelling boundary layers, but all decay monotonically toward zero. BL then show that
where T A is the buoyancy arrest time scale and F is a different constant for downslope (F 5 0.81), smooth upslope (0.42), or capped upslope (1.52) Ekman transport. Thus,
The excursion h is approximated as
where d 0 is the final arrested boundary layer thickness (see BL for the expressions related to the different panels in Fig. 1 ). Now, BL use the depth-and time-integrated buoyancy equation to obtain
where B E' is the depth-integrated boundary layer buoyancy change over the course of arrest (buoyancy 5 gr/r 0 ). This integrated change is given by BL as
an expression that is exact for the geometrically simple ( Fig. 1 ) downwelling and smooth upwelling cases but only an approximation (which is probably never off by as much as a factor of 2) for the capped upwelling case. Combining (9)-(11) then yields
regardless of the sense of upslope versus downslope Ekman transport.
The simplest estimate of y I follows the logic of CL to assume that the interior along-isobath flow is essentially barotropic so that
where Q is the volume flux into the model domain and h 0 is the water depth at the inflow. An assumption has been made that cross-shelf changes in water depth over the distance W are not important: allowing a linear crossshelf gradient does not greatly affect the following results. Assuming that W is proportional to jhj then leads to
where c 1 is an unknown constant that absorbs the factor of 2 from (12). The added subscript B is a reminder that this expression applies for a barotropic interior flow. This result is exactly that of CL [their Eq. (29)], but it holds for either upslope or downslope flow. When this parameterization (with c 1 optimized to 0.6) is evaluated against the inflow runs, it yields an rms error for W of 33 km (out of a computed W range of 50 km) and a correlation of 0.6. Relative to the outflow model runs, (14) yields an rms error of 31 km and correlation of 0.55. Neither of these evaluations is at all impressive. The result (14), representing a fully arrested state, requires that, where it holds, interior flow is strictly alongshore, so the isobars follow isobaths exactly. The present model results (Tables 1, 2 ) show however that, in most cases, the current width increases toward the south. This suggests that, even though the flow is steady, it has not locally adjusted to a completely arrested state. Stated another way, (14) should not be applied unless the bottom stress has indeed vanished. This argument, that the formula for an arrested state cannot be applied to a steady configuration with incomplete buoyancy arrest, would also appear to explain why Chapman (2000) obtained poor agreement between (14) and his model results.
The relationship (14) assumes that the along-isobath flow is depth independent. If, instead, the along-isobath flow is depth dependent (as in run 96: Fig. 5 ), then
where L z is a vertical length scale associated with bottom intensification. This can be estimated, by scaling either the linear or the Ertel vorticity equations, to be
Using (15) in (12) then yields, regardless of the flow direction, a steady-state, arrested current width of
The subscript T is a reminder that this applies for bottom-intensified (trapped) interior flows. Consistent with the CL expression, bottom friction (c D ) does not enter the expression, even though Ekman transport is the process that leads to it. Further, unlike (14), the Coriolis parameter f is also strikingly absent. This formulation is a considerably better representation of the current model runs than is the depth-independent form (14). For the inflow model runs (Table 1) , c 2 5 1.7, rms error 5 16 km, and the correlation is 0.73. For the outflow model runs, c 2 5 1.6, rms error 5 14 km, and the correlation is 0.71. These numbers are, of course, probably fortuitous because the steady-state bottom stress has not usually vanished and because the bottom-trapped expression has been applied regardless of whether the flow is known to be bottom trapped. The width estimates (14) and (16) are meant to apply far from the northern portal, so that the flow has adjusted to a buoyancy-arrested state that is invariant alongshore. Clearly, the present numerical model results do not always show alongshore uniformity outside the inflow bulge, so there is a need to consider the spatial adjustment toward arrest.
b. Scaling for the adjustment region
The starting point for a more general scaling is the bottom boundary condition
where V Ey is neglected because of an assumption that the interior along-isobath velocity is much greater than the interior cross-shelf velocity, a long-wave approximation that applies when alongshore scales are much greater than cross-shelf scales. Assuming that there is no flow across the shallow-water edge of the current requires that
This relation is assumed to provide an order of magnitude estimate for u I in terms of y I . Using this assumption in (17), along with scales from (6), leads to the scale relation
where a is the bottom slope, y y is a scale for the alongisobath velocity, and c 3 is a presently unknown constant.
If the interior flow is barotropic, (13) can be used to estimate the interior velocity and so
If the interior flow is bottom intensified, then (15) applies and
Attention is restricted to steady conditions, so that the function u now represents spatial variations in the degree of arrest. If the boundary layer flow is arrested at a given location, then W 5 W ' , there is no bottom stress, and u 5 0. Near the northern portal, W , W ' and the bottom stress is nonzero. Presumably, very close to an idealized portal, W / 0 and the bottom stress is not at all arrested. Thus, u / 1 as W / 0. Under these assumptions, a qualitatively plausible arrest function is then
Using this form in the barotropic expression (20) results in the ordinary differential equation
with
Relation (23a) can be nondimensionalized using W B 5 W 'B W B 9 and l B for the y scale,
(This scale is analogous to that found by CL, who used a different form for bottom friction.) The resulting nondimensionalized equation
is straightforward to solve, although the solution's form is not very enlightening (see the appendix). A similar manipulation using (22) and the bottom-trapped form (21) yields an alongshore scale of
and a nondimensional governing equation
Finally, a criterion needs to be given for when the interior flow is considered barotropic versus bottom intensified. The depth scale (15b) can be made more specific by taking W to be the arrested width for bottomintensified flow (16). Thus,
and the flow is considered to be barotropic when h 0 , L z : that is, when the trapping scale is greater than the maximum water depth. The constant b H is found by comparison to the numerical model solutions.
c. An approximate form
When water first enters the sloping bottom region, it is assumed to be unaffected by buoyancy arrest, so that u ' 1. In this limit, (20) is readily integrated to yield
and (21) to
where Dy 5 y 0 2 y is the along-isobath distance from the inflow point. The subscript 0 denotes an unarrested state, as expected near the inflow or as found with no stratification. These scalings represent the physics of the ''arrested topographic wave'' (Pedlosky 1974; Csanady 1978) . The problem is now greatly simplified by replacing (22) with
Using (29a) and (30) in (20) then yields, for a barotropic interior,
Dy , l B /3 and (31a)
For a bottom-trapped interior flow, using (30) with (29b) and (21) yields
In either case, the current's width increases monotonically southward from the northern portal over a length scale of O(l). Once the current reaches the arrested width W ' , bottom stress has vanished, the width remains constant, and the flow follows isobaths exactly.
d. Evaluation
Estimates of current widths (31) and (32) are compared against model runs, treating the inflow (Table 1) runs separately from the outflow (Table 2) Tables 1, 2 ). The parameters c 7 and c 8 are then found by straightforward least squares fitting of the segregated estimates [Eqs. (31) or (32)]. Finally, the rms difference between the model W and the estimated W provides a single number for evaluating the overall quality of fit. This process is then iterated by varying b H , c 5 , and c 6 until a minimum least squares error is reached.
For the inflow runs (Table 1) , there are 37 useful values of W at distances of 250 and 400 km from the northern (inflow) portal. Of these, 10 are found to lie in the bottom-trapped range. The optimized parameter estimates of b H 5 3, c 5 5 39, and c 6 5 24 yield an overall rms error of 4.5 km and correlation of 0.95 (Fig. 9, left) . The coefficients c 7 (barotropic interior) and c 8 (baroclinic) are 1.9 and 2.8, respectively. These values suggest that the true values of c 1 and c 2 in the expressions for barotropic and bottom-intensified arrested (far field) current width [Eqs. (14) and (16)] are 2.8 and 2.9, respectively. For the outflow runs (Table 2) , model W values at distances of 100 and 250 km from the northern portal are used. This choice of sections minimizes interference from the inflow bulge near the southern portal. Of the 49 useful W estimates, 15 are found to correspond to bottom-trapped conditions. The optimal parameters b H 5 3, c 5 5 96, and c 6 5 18 yield an overall rms error of 7.3 km and correlation of 0.81 (Fig. 9, right) . The resulting amplitude factors are c 7 5 2.4 and c 8 5 2.0. These values suggest that the true values of c 1 and c 2 in the expressions for barotropic and bottom-intensified arrested current width [Eqs. (14) and (16)] are 4.8 and 1.9, respectively. The poorer quality of fit for the bottomintensified outflow runs (relative to the inflow or barotropic cases) is quite noticeable. This is attributed to the complicated, bottom-intensified spatial structure for the numerical current fields for larger s that makes individual W estimates very uncertain (e.g., consider the dashed contour in Fig. 5 ). For example, in the barotropic outflow case, the uncertainty in calculated W (from inspection of the numerical model outputs) is about 2 km. For outflow runs in the bottom-intensified range, the uncertainty is probably about 10 km.
In all cases, the optimized parameterizations (31) and (32) perform better than assuming simply either the near-field (unarrested) or far-field (arrested) limiting assumptions. For example, assuming the scaling for arrested conditions [Eqs. (14) and (16)] yields an rms error of 13.7 km for the inflow runs [compared to 4.5 km for Eqs. (31) and (32)]. Assuming that there is no arrest at all, (29) yields an rms error of 7.2 km. Similar comparisons [13.4 and 8.8 km versus 7.3 km for Eqs. (31) and (32)] also apply in the outflow case. It thus appears that the present scaling does reasonably at estimating the steady current width as it adjusts alongshore.
Baroclinic inflow and outflow
Up to this point, the flow entering or exiting the model domain at the northern portal has been depth independent. Because flow in the open ocean is very often surface-intensified, it is reasonable now to consider depth-dependent driving. Specifically, the flow through the northern portal is now given by (3). The temperature field is allowed to adjust to thermal wind balance at the portal. An equal and opposite flow is prescribed at the southern portal.
In all cases, a flow connecting the two portals develops along the offshore boundary, with a slowly growing bulge region near the inflow portal. In some of the model runs, baroclinic meanders, with scales on the order of the internal Rossby radius of deformation, develop within the bulge regions. Generally speaking, the baroclinic inflow runs take longer to reach a steady state outside of the bulge than for barotropic inflow, so model runs often continue for 80 days or longer. Outside the bulge regions, the along-isobath flow resembles the barotropic inflow results (depth-independent limit) only when stratification is extremely weak: that is, for s , 0.034 when the bottom slope is nonzero. The current's width is well described by (31) in this case. For larger s (or when the bottom slope is zero), the alongshore flow takes place in a surface-intensified jet hugging the offshore wall (e.g., Fig. 10 ). The width of this current is adequately represented by an internal Rossby radius scaling
where c 9 5 1.1 for 14 baroclinic inflow (rms error of 9.1 km and correlation 5 0.97) runs and c 9 5 1.4 for 14 outflow runs (rms error of 7.3 km and correlation 5 0.79). In this wall-trapped case, the surface-trapped current often has some onshore-downward spreading, such that the current interacts slightly with the bottom: often, as in Fig. 10 , the alongshore maximum flow just above the bottom boundary layer is about 10%-25% of the peak alongshore current. This sort of bottom interaction is essentially the same as described by Chapman and Brink (1987) or Kelly and Chapman (1988) in their strictly linear models of offshore influences on the shelf that do not account for buoyancy arrest (for a better formulation of the Chapman and Brink problem, see Huthnance 2004) . Given the artificiality of the offshore wall in this problem, one needs to ask how informative the present results might be in terms of actual oceanic phenomena. In the barotropic limit (s , 0.034), the results are consistent with those of section 4 and would appear to be realistic. However, in this case, the adjustment length scale l B is extremely large (.50 000 km; i.e., much larger than an ocean basin) and thus buoyancy arrest is negligible. The wall-hugging cases are clearly not very realistic: the real continental margin does not have an offshore wall along which currents are constrained to flow. It is thus tempting to dismiss most of the baroclinic inflow-outflow runs as artificial. There is one aspect that does command attention, however, and that is that any incoming flow, even if it simply turns or forms an eddy near the inflow, would be expected to penetrate across isobaths by at least an internal Rossby radius, as in the present wall-hugging runs. Thus, if the present runs show some interaction with the bottom, one might expect a similar bottom interaction under realistic conditions over at least some limited alongshore scale. When even an isolated eddy interacts with the bottom, one might well expect the resulting along-isobath currents to be felt over an extended distance in the direction of long coastal-trapped wave propagation. This is true of linear unsteady (Chapman and Brink 1987 ) and steady models (Kelly and Chapman 1988) , as well as in nonlinear quasigeostrophic models with a strong enough bottom slope (LaCasce 1998). Thus, there is some expectation that even surface-intensified inflows can drive some response over the slope and shelf, but the present model configuration does not provide much useful insight.
Discussion
The initial expectation here was that barotropic flows entering or exiting the continental shelf from/to offshore could have radically different cross-shelf penetration scales. This expectation was based on the idea that buoyancy-adjusted current widths could depend on the thickness and structure of the arrested bottom boundary layer. Analysis shows however that, regardless of the along-isobath flow direction, the cross-isobath distance traveled by a water parcel in the bottom boundary layer is the same, given a simple (triangular density profile: Fig. 1 ) structure for the layer. Because the cross-isobath excursion governs the adjusted current width, no major asymmetry associated with boundary layer thickness is found. There is some mild asymmetry, however, associated with the boundary layer structure (triangular boundary layer density profile for downslope Ekman transport or quadrilateral for capped upslope flows; Fig. 1) . Thus, for a barotropic interior flow, the current is about 20%-40% wider for outflow (along-isobath velocity in the opposite sense to coastal-trapped wave propagation) than for inflow. On the other hand, if the interior flow is bottom intensified, there is a comparable asymmetry in the opposite sense: the current is somewhat narrower for outflow than for inflow. Despite a serious effort to cover a wide range of parameter space, biases are probably introduced by the selection of run parameters and so it is hard to assess the significance of these differences. Although the inflow-outflow asymmetry may be insubstantial, it is clear from these model runs that buoyancy arrest, because it requires flow to be strictly geostrophic (hence along isobaths), can limit cross-shelf exchanges. This inhibition [relative to, e.g., the unarrested physics of Pedlosky (1974) or Csanady (1978) ] comes into play provided that the alongshore adjustment scale l is not large compared to the alongshore scales of interest. In practical terms, this seems to mean that buoyancy arrest becomes a limiting factor for s greater than about 0.2-0.4 (depending on the drag coefficient and other factors). Establishment of the barotropic and bottom-trapped along-isobath length scales l [ (24) and (26)] for both inflow and outflow is thus a central finding of this study.
When the inflow-outflow through the offshore boundary is barotropic, the ocean currents interact with the bottom immediately, and so the topography strongly governs the evolution of ultimate flow structure. In the case with surface-intensified inflow-outflow, the bottom topography is much less effective for governing the flow and so the artificial offshore wall becomes important and limits the usefulness of the present results.
The main result in this contribution is that buoyancy arrest exerts a meaningful constraint on cross-isobath flow, provided that the along-isobath scale of interest is not small compared to the adjustment space scales l. Because, for s less than about 0.2, these adjustment scales are typically large (thousands of kilometers), there are likely large portions of the world's ocean where buoyancy arrest does not provide a strong constraint. In terms of the coastal ocean, continental shelves typically have s # 1, with substantial seasonal variation. Thus, wide, flat shelves such as in the Middle Atlantic Bight would be expected to be largely unaffected by buoyancy arrest, whereas narrower or lower-latitude shelves (such as off Peru) ought to be strongly constrained. On the other hand, over continental slopes (e.g., off the U.S. East or West Coasts), waters in the upper 1000 m typically have s . 1 because the bottom slope is so large. In these cases, cross-shelf penetration ought to be confined to the widths (barotropic or bottom trapped) imposed by complete arrest: (14) or (16). These scales are to be compared to the relatively small, O(10-30 km), width of most continental slopes: if the arrested width scale is greater than the slope's width, then flow can eventually pass between the shelf and the open ocean. If the arrested current width is less than the slope's width, then the imposed cross-shelf transport will be deflected into an along-isobath flow over the slope. This flow would have a good chance of being bottom trapped because of its short horizontal scale. Because the arrested scale width W ' depends on the imposed (and usually poorly known) cross-shelf volume flux, it is difficult to offer any general conclusions as to how strongly buoyancy arrest constrains cross-shelf flow in general.
(32) were used, the coefficients c 5 and c 6 would take on different numerical values than those found by fitting the approximate solution. The exact and approximate solutions are compared in Fig. A1 , where the horizontal scale of the exact solution has been stretched to account approximately for the change in the numerical values of c 5 and c 6 .
